BTS-02: Greenland Spring Musk Ox Hunt for 1

If you are looking for a unique hunting experience, Greenland offers hunters an exceptional hunt
for Musk Ox in the Spring. A hunt in the arctic is a memory that you will always cherish, apart
from coming home with a trophy relatively few hunters have taken.
It is not a physically difficult hunt and if dressed properly for the weather it is not uncomfortable.
Staying in a warm cabin and having hot meals goes a long way in making your hunt very
enjoyable. A visit to the polar ice cap and a chance to see the Northern lights will complete your
terrific experience in Greenland. In addition, hunters can plan a couple of extra days’ sightseeing
in Copenhagen which is a very nice city to visit.
From the United States hunters will fly to Copenhagen where you will have to overnight. The next
morning you will take a 4-hour commercial flight to Kangerlussuaq, Greenland. On arrival you will
be met by the outfitter and transferred by jeep or argo to camp. After lunch you will be briefed on
the hunt and can zero your rifle before the hunt starts that same afternoon. During the hunt you
will use ATVs or eight wheel Argos for transportation and then a final stalk on foot. The guides are
raised within the Greenlandic culture and know everything about the behavior of the animals. The
outfitters area has a very good population of musk ox and the success rate is close to 100% on
this hunt. The abundance of vegetation and food in general are excellent in this area, allowing the
musk ox here to grow to a size approx. 15% larger than other areas in Greenland.
A typical hunting group is made up of 4 hunters normally split up in two groups. Both groups will
hunt for musk ox. Once you shoot your Musk ox time permitting you will be able to hunt small
game – Ptarmigan, Artic hare etc – or experience a dog sled ride (with guide and a dog team of
10-12 dogs) to the snow cap.
INCLUDED:











Daily Rates
1 trophy Musk Ox irrespective of size
Meet and greet at Kangerlussuaq airport and transfer to camp – approx. 2 hours by vehicle
Transportation during the hunt
3 hunting days (including the day of arrival)
Food supplies/emergency equipment in camp for the whole trip.
All necessary licenses and permits
Field preparation of your trophy, salting and packing
Export documents for the trophy

BTS-02: Greenland Spring Musk Ox Hunt for 1
(cont.)

NOT INCLUDED:












Flights to Greenland (Hunters Networks can book flights for you, or you may book directly;
Copenhagen to Greenland is the route, with overnight hotel stays required both to/from at
hunter expense)
Second musk ox trophy if extra licenses are available $2,500
Shipping of the trophy from Greenland
Tips
Alcoholic beverages
Meals or lodging in Kangerlussuaq before or after the hunt
Anything not mentioned in the “included in the price” section
Shipping bag for your trophy $75
Rifle hire $150
Hire of boots and outer seal skin clothing $250

UPGRADES: Additional Hunter(s) at Same Price as Paid by Winning Bidder
DATES: March 2020 (depending on availability, only a few spots remaining) or March 2021

Market/Retail Value: $7,200
Minimum Opening Bid: $5,200
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